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' DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States a.
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their -.

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or rcprescnts that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
¢nc¢ herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, rcc,om-
mcndation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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, ABSTRACT
BEATRIX-il was an in-situ tritium recovery experiment in a fast reactor

to characterize the irradiation behavior of fusion ceramic breeder m_terials.
Correcting and compiling the in-situ tritium recovery data involved correcting
the ion chamber response for the effect of sweep gas composition or amount of
hydrogen in the helium sweep gas and for the buildup of background. The
effect of sweep gas composition was addressed in the previous workshop.
During the Operation of Phase I of the experiment the backgrounds of the ion
chambers were found to reach significant levels relative to the tritium
recovery concentrations in the sweep gas from the specimen canisters. The
measured tritium concentrations were corrected for background by comparing the
tritium recovery rate during reference conditions with the predicted tritium
generation rate. Background increases were found to be associated with
tritium recovery peaks and elevated levels of moisture in the sweep gas. These
conditions typically occurred when the hydrogen concentration in the sweep gas

was increased to 0.1% after extended operation in H_ Lr He-O.01% H_. Threeexamples of this increase in ionization chamber bac g;'ound are described. The
final corrected BEATRIX-II, Phase I tritium recovery data provide a valuable

resource to be used for predicting the performance of Li20 in a fusion blanket
application.

ia) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U. S. Department of
Energy by Battelle Memorial institute under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO 1830.



INTRODUCTION

The BEA_RIX-IIirradiationexperimentwas an in situ tritiumrecovery
experimentto evaluate the tritiumreleasecharacteristicsof fusion ceramic
breedermaterialsand to characterizetheir stabilityunder fast neutron
irradiationto extended burnups. This is an InternationalEnergyAgency (IEA)
sponsoredexperimentwhich is being carriedout in the MaterialsOpen Test
Assemblyof Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). The participantsare Japan,
Canada and the U.S. The design of the experimentand the in situ tritium
recovery,resultshave been describedelsewhere[l-3].

Ionizationchamberswere used to measure real-timechanges in the tri_tium
concentrationsrecoveredForm the specimencanistersfor changingconditions
(neutronics,temperatureand sweep gas composition). Interpretationof the
resultsrequirescorrectingthe ion chamberresponsefor the effect of sweep
gas compositionand for the buildupof background. The effect of sweep gas
composition,hasbeen addressedin the previousworkshop[4]. During the 300
effectiveFull power day (EFPD)operationof Phase I of the experiment,the
ion chamber'backgroundsreachedsignificantlevels relativeto the tritium
recoveryconcentrationsin the sweep gas from the specimencanisters. In
order to arrive at the true recoveryrates, a method was developedfor
correctingthe ion chamberresponsefor changes in background.

EXPERIMENTOPERATION

Figure 1 is a schematicdiagramfor one of two identicalsweep gas streams
used for the in _itu tritiumrecoverycanistersin BEATRIX-II. The
compositionof the sweep gas to each of the canistersis selectedand
monitoredin the sweep gas inlet system. After passingthroughthe in-reactor
specimencanisterthe sweep gas enters one of the tritiummeasurementsystems
where it is split into two branches: one branch flows througha ceramic
electrolysiscell (CEC) which decomposesthe containedwater vapor and another
branch which flows througha molecularsieve which removesthe water vapor.
Although the efficiencyof the CEC is expectedto be greaterthan 95%, the
moisture level in the sweep gas reachingthe ion chamberafter the CEC cell
was considerablyhigher than that after the molecularsieve. Becausemoisture
in the sweep gas is expected to contributeto the ion chamber background,the
backgroundon the CEC ion chambersshould increasemore than the corresponding
ion chamberon the molecularsieve flow stream. This was indeed the case.

Table i lists the maximum backgroundobservedduring each of the operational
cycles. The backgroundsare given as percentagesof recoveryconcentrations
for referenceconditions"sweep gas compositionof He-O.1% H2, sweep gas flow
rate of I00 ml/min, and ring specimentemperatLlreat 650°C. The backgrounds
varied continuouslyduring operation,increasingafter transienttritiumpeaks
and decreasingafter purgingwith clean sweep gas.

The results in Table i show that the backgroundof the ion chamberafter the
CEC increasedtwo to four times more than the comparableion chamber after the
molecularsieve. The ring specimencanister had higher relativebackgrounds
than the solid specimencanister probablybecausemore transientswere imposed
on the ring specimencanister. Tritiumpeaks and increasesin the sweep gas
moisturetypicallyaccompaniedchanges in temperatureor sweep gas
composition. The relativechange in backgroundwith increasingEFPD also



appearedto be greaterafter longer times of operationor for the later
cycles.

Table 1 Maximum ion chamberbackgroundfor the ion chamber found during each
of the operatingcycles of BEATRIX-II,Phase I. Resultsare in terms of
percentof recoveryconcentrationfor referenceconditions.

Ion Chamber/FlowStream Background Background
CEC IC MolecularSieve IC

' (% Reference) I% Reference}

TemperatureChange
Cycle I (85 EFPD) 8% 3%
Cycle 2 (131 EFPD) 38% 7%
Cycl..e3 184)EFPD). 68% 15%

TemperatureGradient
Cycle 1 (85 EFPD) 8% 3%
Cycle 2 (131 EFPD) 21% 11%
Cycle 3 184 EFPD) 45% .. 20%

CORRECTIONPROCEDURES

At the previous workshop, it was concluded that the effect of hydrogen
additions to the sweep gas was to enhance the ion chamber response. The
enhancement factors found deduced by the BEATRIX-II experiment were very
similar to those found by Rodrigo[6] using a more direct experiment designed
to determine theeffect of impurities in the sweep gas on ion chamber
response. Because the Rodrigo results were considered more _ccurate his
enhancement factors were l,sed in the analysis of the BEATRT II Data. These
factorswere 1.1 for 0.01% I| 2 ai,d1.3 for 0.1% H2, It was concludedthat
these factorscould be appliedto both the responseof the ion chamberto the
tritium in the sweep gas but also to the background.

The apparenttritiumconcentrationin an ion chamber (Tic)for a given sweep
gas compositionis determinedFrom the responseof the Ion chamberusing the
originalcalibrationof the ion chamber in helium. This can be correctedfor
the sweep gas enhancementand for the ion chamberbackgroundusing the
followingexpression:

THe : TIc/F- BGue (I)

where T..,eis the true tritiumconcentrationin the sweep gas and BGHeis the
backgroundin the ion chambercorrectedto the case of a helium sweep gas.

Establishingthe backgroundwas based on the calibrationof the ion chambers
for any specificreactoroperatingcycle. The calibrationprocedurewas
carriedout with the system at referenceconditions(seeabove).The procedure
involvedpurgingthe ion chamberwith "clean"He-O_1% H2 for an extended
periodof time until the ion chamberbackgroundstabilized. The tritium
containingsweep gas from the canisterwas reintroducedinto the ion chamber
and the tritiumconcentrationnoted after equilibriumis established. The
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difference between this tritium concentration and the background at the end of
the purge is used to calculate a tritium concentration Tc for the calibration
condition at the specific burnup and neutron flux level. The extrapolated
tritium concentration T. for other burnups and flux levels in this reactor• t

cycle can be determlned _rom:

TE×= N*BU*Tc (2) '

where N is a correctionfor the relativeneutron flux as determinedfrom the
responseof a self-poweredneutrondetector locatedin the region of'the
canister'andBU is a factorwhich accountsfor the burnup of lithium.

.

The procedurefor backgroundcorrectionwas to First establishthe b_ckground
at points in the experimentwhere the tritiumconcentrationapproacheszero
such as when the reactorpower was zero or the ion chamberwas being purged.
During operationit was observedthat changes in the backgroundoccurreddue
to peaks inthe tritiumrecoveryrate or due to increasesin the moisture
concentrationsin the sweep gas throughthe ion chamber. The background
during system operationwas establishedby comparingthe measured recovered

tritiumreferenceconcentration ,{eothe extrapolated calibration concentration T_×conditions,,T (Equation 1) during times when the system was at

(Equation 2). If THehas increased relative to TE_ after the transient, it is
assumed that the increase was due to an increase in background. The

background was then increased to maintain approximately the same THeto flTF_relationship• The comparison can only be made for times when the speci
specimen is operating at the reference conditions.

This procedure for correcting for background applies only to the ion chambers
after the CECwhich measure total tritium. Background corrections to the ion
chambers after the molecular sieves were significantly smaller and were
adjusted by comparison to the corrections made to the CEC ion chambers.

EXAMPLESOF BACKGROUNDCHANGES

Three examples of increases in ionization chamber background will be
described. Example #1 is typical of the increases in the ion chamber
backgrounds seen after large tritium recovery peaks associated with changes in
sweep gas composition from He or He-O.01% H back to the reference sweep gas
of He-O.1% H2. Background increases were a_so associated with increases in
the moisture concentration in the sweep gas (Example #2) and after a reduction
in the background by purging, extended periods of time at the reference
condition resulted in a background increase (Example #3).

Figures 1-3 describe the conditions associated Example #I. Figure 1 is a plot
of the measured (THe) and extrapolated tritium concentration (T) di_ring a
series of sweep gas changes in the sequence He-O.1% H2, He, He-_.01% H2 to He-
0.1% H2. The ion chamber background used in the corrections for the measured
tritium concentration was a constant 4.5 Ci/m3 throughout the sequence. At
the end of the _sequencein Figure I, after returning to the reference
condition (He-O.]%H_) the measured tritiumconcentrationhas increased
relativeto the extrapolatedconcentration. Figure2 is a comparisonof the
as measuredtritium concentrationwith the moisture level in the sweep gas
both before and after the CEC. During the large recoverypeak resultingFrom
the change from JJe-O.01%H2 to )le-O.1%H2 the CEC was effectivein reducing



the moisture level from the specimen but a small moisture peak did occur after
tile CEC indicating that it reached the ion chamber. The combination of this
moisture peak and the high level of tritium in the peak is believed to
contribute to an increase in the ion chamber background. Figure 3 is similar
to Figure I except that the background for the ion chamber has been increased
from 4.5 to 8.5 Ci/m 3 at the maximum of the tritium recovery peak.

Figures 4-6 describe the conditions associated with Example #2. This example
is similar to Example #1 except that during the final tritium recovery peak
the CEC did not operate efficiently. Figure 4 is a plot of the measured and
the predicted generation tritium concentration together with the ion chamber
background correction factor. Figure 5 is a comparison of the measured
tritium concentration with the moisture level in the sweep gas both before and
after the CEC. Note that the moisture level in the sweep gas after the ion
chamber is nearly equal to the concentration before. The large increase in
the measured tritium concentration relative to the extrapolated rate at the
end of the testing sequence in Figure 4 is attributed to a the large moisture
concentration at the time of the high tritium concentration associated with
the tritium recovery peak. Figure 6 is a plot of the background correction
used to correct the as-measured tritium concentration to achieve agreement
with the predicted generation rate. The background was increased from 7 to 17
Ci/m 3. This increase is substantially larger than the increase seen in Example
#i.

Figure 7 is a plot of as-measured and predicted tritium generation for a
period in which there were no significance transient peaks in the recovered
tritium. The time period began with a "clean" He-O.1% H^ purge of the ionL

chamber which reduced the background and established a background at the end
of the purge. This was followed by a short time period when the sweep gas
flow rate was increased from 100 to 200 ml/min which caused the measured
tritium concentration to drop accordingly. An extended time period at
reference sweep gas composition and flow rate resulted in a slowly increasing
tritium concentration rate. The sweep gas was then changed to helium prior
to the end of the reactor cycle. Because the start and finish of the
experiment were for conditions of no tritium recovery , the ion chamber
background could be established at the start and finish of the sequence.
During the operation in the reference gas there is a steady increase in the
measured tritium relative to the extrapolated recovery rate suggesting that
the background was increasing. This increase in background was confirmed by
an increase in background found after shutdown. In Figure 7 the background
found at shutdown was used to generate a linearly increasing background
correction during the time the system was at the reference gas composition and
flow rate. The correction is shown in Figure 7. This background correction
results in good agreement between the measured and extrapolated recovery rate
during the period where the background appears to be increasing.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this work was to develop a realistic method for correcting the
BEATRIX-II measured tritium concentrations for changes in the ionization
chamber background. It was observed that changes in the background occurred
after peaks in the tritium recovery rate or increases in the moisture
concentration in the sweep gas through the ion chamber. Since the two
increases usually occurred together it is difficult to assess their relative
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importance. The failureof the CEC in Figures4-6 resulted in a larger
increasein backgroundthan for the drier case in FiguresI-3. This larger
increasepointedout that not only the large tritiumconcentrationpeak but
also that moisturewas very important. It is to be noted that lar_er
backgrounddevelopedin Example#2 was reducedquicklyto 6._ Ci/mJ during a
subsequentpurge. This is less than the backgroundof 7 Ci/_° prior to the CEC
Failure.

As expected the backgroundbecame largerwith continuedoperation. However,
as indicatedin Table I, the amountof the amount of the increasewas larger
for each successivecycle. This increasesuggeststhat the backgroundbuildup
is dependenton the backgroundalreadyestablishedin the ion chamber. Once
the ion chambersurfacehas been "contaminated"or conditioned,additional
backgroundbuildupoccurs easier.

In case #3, the backgroundwas Found to increasewithoutthe occurrenceof a
major transientpeak. It is hypothesizedthat a contributingFactor to this
increasewas that the backgroundhad been purgeddown prior to this period of
time at referenceconditions. During the initialpurge, the surface
approachesequilibriumwith the c|ean sweep gas. If the resultingbackground
is lower than would result from equilibriumwith the referenceconditions,
then the backgroundwill increaseduring referenceconditions. Such behavior
is consistentwith the conditioningof the ion chambersurfacewith time.
Surfaceconditioningwith time resultsin an increasingequilibriumbackground
for a given level of tritiumconcentration Once conditioned,any tritium
concentrationchangewill result in a largerchange in background.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concludedthat the increasesin ion chamberbackgroundthat occurred
during the BEATRIX-II,Phase I experimentoperationcan be estimatedby
comparingthe measuredversus the extrapolatedtritiumconcentrationfor the

referenceconditionsin a He-0.1%H_ sweep gas The resultingcorrected
tritiumrecoverydata providea rellabledata base for more extensive
interpretationsuch as determiningof the total amount of tritiumrecoveredor
retained in the specimenassociatedwitlltritium inventorycalculations. The
final correctedBEATRIX-II,Phase I tritiumrecoverydata set provide a

valuableresource for predictingthe performanceof Li20in a fusion blanket
application.
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